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Introduction. We denote by Pk a complex projective space of dimen-
sion k. The direct product Pm X PM (m^ri) has a natural imbedding in pmn+m+n9
called the Segre imbedding. Let M
m>n be a non-singular hyperplane section
of PmxPn in p*»+»+». The first Chern class of M
m%n is positive, (the conven-
tion here is that the first Chern class of Pk is positive). The purpose of this
note is to prove the following
Theorem. If m<n
ί
 MMtn does not admit a Kάhler metric whose scalar
curvature is constant. If m—ny Mmn admits a homogeneous Einstein-Kahler
metric and hence its scalar curvature is constant.
This implies immediately that M
m>n (m<n) can not be Einstein-Kahler.
This fact for the cases m—\y n^2 and m~2y #—3 and 4 have been verified
by Y. Sakane [3] and [4]. We show here that some modification of his idea
leads to the above theorem.
1. Let ( s^), (zϋβ) and (ξ
aβ
) be homogeneous coordinates of Pm, Pn and
pmn+m+n
 res
p
ec
tivery. The equations
ξ«β = z
Λ
w
β
 , a = 0, •••, m , β = 0, •••, n
define the Segre imbedding, which is independent on the choice of these homo-
geneous coordinates. Let p1 and p2 denote the projections of PmxPn into the
1st and 2nd components respectively. Let Hl and H2 be the hyperplane bun-
dles of Pw and Pn respectively. Then the line bundle pfH1®p^H2 is the
restriction of the hyperplane bundle over pmn+m+n to the submanifold PmxPn.
We denote by M the intersection of a hyperplane in pmn+m+n with Pm X Pn. Thus
the line bundle {M} associated to the divisor M in PmxPn is pfHl®pfH2.
Let K(M) and K(PmxPn) be the canonical line bundles for M and for
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PM X Pn respectively. Then
and hence
K(M) -
This means that the 1st Chern class of M is positive definite.
2. We shall show that any holomorphic vector field on M extends to a
holomorphic vector field on PmxPn. Indeed, the following lemma asserts
a stronger fact.
Put X=PmxP*. Let T(X) and T(M) be the tangent bundles of X and
M respectively. Given a holomorphic vector bundle E, we denote by ΩP(E)
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic E- valued p- forms.
Lemma (Sakane [3], p 356). The exact sequence
0 -* Ω\T(X)® {M} -1) -> Ω\T(X)) -> Ω\T(X) \ M ) -> 0
induces the exact sequence
0-»H*(X9T(X))-+H°(M9T(X)\M)-+0.
Here, we present a simpler proof. The above given sequence implies
the following exact sequence :
0 -> H°(X, Ω°(T(X)® {M} -1)) -> H°(X, Cf(T(X)))
- H°(M, ίl\T(X) I
 M)) - ίP(X, Ω°(Γ(^)® {M} -1)) -
In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that
Hq(X, Cl°(T(X)® {M} -1)) = 0 , for g = 0, 1 .
The cohomology group in question is isomorphic to
by the Serre duality. Since
K(X)
we can apply the Runneth formula,
Hp'(pm, Ω\HΓ
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As a result of the Kodaira-Nakario vanishing theorem and the Serre duality,
H*(Pm, ίl°(Hr)) - 0 for all p.
Thus, we see that
Hm+»-\X, Ω\K(X)®{M})) = 0 for all q,
completing the proof.
3. The group of all holomorphic automorphisms of PmxPn is PSL(m-\-l,
C)xPSL(n+lj C). By the previous lemma the group G of all holomorphic
automorphisms of Pm X Pn which map M onto itself contains the identity con-
nected component of the group of all holomorphic automorphisms of M.
Let G be the inverse image of G under the projection SL(ra+l, C)x
SL(n+\, C)->PS£(w+l, C)xPSL(n+\, C). The isomorphism Cm+l®Cn+1
= c
&+i)(n+i) defines a canonical imbedding of SL(m+l, C)xSL(n+l9 C) into
SL((m+l)(n+l), C). Thus, an element in SL(m+l, C)xSL(n+l, C) is a
linear tiansformation of C^*1)^*1) and maps a hyperplane onto another hyper-
plane, obviously.
Let H be the hyperplane in p™+™+« such that M=(Pm X P") Π H. Then,
G consists of elements (σ, rJeSZ^w+l, C)xSL(n+l, C) which leave the
hyperplane H invariant. The hyperplane H is the zero of a non-zero linear
form A on Cm+l® Cn+l. If we put
a(z, w) =
a is a bilinear form on Cm+1 X Cn+1. Thus, G is the set of all (σ,'
C)xSL(n+l, C) with the property
a(σ(z], τ(w)) = λ
σ
,
τ
α(* w), .sreC"*"1"1, weCn+1,
for some non-zero constant λ
σ τ
.
Now, choose homogeneous coordinates on Cm+l and C*"1"1 so that
α( ,^ W) = ^0^0+ *" ~^~zkwk
where 0^k^m(^n). Suppose k<.m. Take a point (0, w) with #0—***—#*-!
zrr^0r=...=:^A-1=:0. Then the point is in M, but is a singular point, as
dA I
 c
m+ι
xc
m-ι
vanishes at this point. Therefore k must be m, and
φr, w) = ar0«Ό+ h**w
Write an ^ + l x w + l matrix r in the form
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(*) β
where τt is an (f»+l)χ(ί»+l) matrix. For (σ, τ)eSL(m+l, C)χSL(n+l, C],
λ/M+1 0
if and only if r1=\
t
σ"
1
 and, β=0.
Let L be the subgroup of SL(n-\-l9 C) consisting of all matrices τ with
β=0 in the above expression (*). The map (<r, τ)->τ defines a covering homo-
morphism of G onto L. The subset N in L consisting of all matrices of the
form
0
is a normal subgroup in L. The center Z of L is the set of all matrices of the
form
alm+ι
0
0
βi.-.
with αw+1/3Λ+1=l. The radical of L is N Z and TV Γ) Z= {identity} . Thus,
we conclude that if m<n, the Lie algebra of all holomorphic vector fields is
not reductive, and if m=n, the identity connected component of G is isomor-
phic to PSL(m+l9 C), which acts transitively on M\
The complex Lie algebra of all holomorphic vector fields on a compact
complex manifold is known to be reductive if M admits a Kahler metric with
constant scalar curvature (A. Lichnerowicz [2], see [1]). Applying this result
to our case, we obtain our non-existence theorem. When m=n, M is a com-
pact homogeneous space of kahlerian type and admits an Einstein-Kahler metric
(see M. Takeuchi [5], Corollary in p. 195).
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